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Name _______________________________________________ Date ______________


Wilbur’s Boast

A)  Fill in the bubble next to the best answer for each question below.


1.  
Charlotte laughs so hard that her web begins to sway. This means that her web ______________.


○     A.  falls down



○     B.  breaks apart


○     C.  moves from side to side


○     D.  grabs Wilbur

2.
If you are speaking and are interrupted, this means ______________.


○     A.  you are excited


○     B.  someone stopped you from continuing


○     C.  you began whispering


○     D.  someone says you are bragging

3.
A word that means almost the same as seized is  _____________.



○     A.  grabbed

○     B.  waited

○     C.  felt

○     D.  saw


4.  
The setting of this story is 



○     A.  a city



○     B.  a boat
        

○     C.  a farm



○     D.  a zoo

5.
Charlotte tells Wilbur that he does not need to spin a web to catch his own meals because  ______________.



○     A.  Zuckerman, the farmer, feeds Wilbur three big meals a day


○     B.  pigs do not need to eat much


○     C.  she will spin a web for him


○     D.  he can hunt in the forest whenever he likes

6.
When Charlotte compares herself to the men on the Queensborough Bridge, she means that _________________.


○     A.  spinning a web is harder than building a bridge


○     B.  Wilbur should leave the farm and visit the bridge


○     C.  rushing across a bridge can be dangerous

○     D.  it is better to wait for something good than to keep rushing around
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7.
Match the character names to the correct animals.


○     A.  Wilbur—pig; Charlotte—mouse  


○     B.  Charlotte—spider; Templeton—rat 


○     C.  Templeton—pig; Wilbur—rat 


○     D.  Wilbur—lamb; Charlotte—spider 

8.
When the lamb tells Wilbur that he smells, Charlotte ______________.


○     A.  agrees


○     B.  defends Wilbur and tells the lamb to stop interrupting them


○     C.  offers to let Wilbur use her bath


○     D.  tells the lamb to leave the farm immediately

B) Answer the questions below using complete sentences.


9.  Compare and contrast Wilbur and Charlotte. Include their personality and character traits.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


10.  Do you think Wilbur is happy being a pig? Why or why not?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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